
Learning 
Intention

Activity

Monday
To listen with 

sustained 
attention

Listen to Chapter 10: https://youtu.be/B-8DapMT9Oc , Chapter 11:  https://youtu.be/dooPDmjPoRI and Chapter 12: https://youtu.be/KthaIUtIZmo
of Catscape.

Tuesday
To act out a 

scene from a 
story

Select a scene that you really liked from the book so far OR think about a scene you wish you had more information about- such as the ransacking of the HQ.
ACT IT OUT!
Think about the following:
What characters do you need?
What would the characters say to each other?
How would the characters act?

Make sure the story and plot is easy for the audience to understand, don’t miss out any key information.
You can make puppets (perhaps shadow puppets), create a storyboard or act it out yourself. We would love to see your final productions – why not upload them 
to the Concert Hall channel?

Wednesday

To use 
persuasive 

language based 
on evidence 

from the text

Somebody has ransacked Head Quarters and has taken lots of information!  Decide who could have done this!  You may have more than 1 suspect.          
Convince us that you are right…

•Make a video or write a report to show your arguments and reasons for your suspicions!
•Think about what their motive (reason for committing the crime) could be.
•Think about what someone may have to gain or hide through this act.

What if someone else has a different opinion?  You’ll need to convince them by justifying your thoughts with evidence from the story.

Thursday
To use 

onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia is where a word is the same as the sound being made….like whirr or meow or boom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1b5kCvVBo8
http://www.literarydevices.com/onomatopoeia/
Think of machines – how many words can you come up with for the noises that a machine makes?
Can you come up with any other words for different categories, such as animals, impact or superhero, voice or nature sounds?
Challenge…. Can you spell onomatopoeia?

Friday
To focus on 

accurate 
spelling

Summer Word Puzzles – remember to check your spelling!

• How many words can you make out of SUMMERTIME ?
• Make an A to Z list of things to do with Summer.
• Make up your own ‘Spot the Difference’, ‘Boggle’ or another word puzzle.  Try it out on someone at home!
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Learning 
Intention

Activity

Monday

To find change 
from £10.00
To develop 

familiarity with 
coins

Roll a dice to create a 3 digit amount of money eg. £4.63, then work out how much change from £10 there would be.
Repeat this ten times.
Work out and list the minimum coins, no notes, needed to give the change from the calculations above.

Tuesday

To measure and 
calculate the 

perimeter 
accurately

Create a robot using squares and rectangles.

Use a ruler to measure the length of the sides.  (If you don’t have a ruler, use standard measurements eg. How many safety
pins or pencil widths?)
Calculate the perimeter of each square and rectangle – remember the perimeter is the length around the outside of the shape.
Calculate the perimeter of the whole robot (just around the outside of the whole shape).

Check your measurements and calculations.

Wednesday
To draw in 
proportion

Make a plan of a garden
A plan is a birds’ eye view (as if you’re looking down on it from above).  Look on the resource sheet for ideas of garden plans.
Use a straight edge (ideally a ruler) to draw a large rectangle.
Design the plan of a garden, with realistic proportions.   That means consider the size of a bench with the size of a plant tub.
Decide what to include in your garden – benches, plant tubs, play equipment, decking, patio, grass, astroturf, paddling pool, etc.
Create your plan, using a key to identify what each of the shapes you draw, are.  Use colour to present your design neatly.

Thursday
To identify 
symmetry

Finding Symmetry

Take photos of symmetry in the environment – either at home, or when you are outside for some exercise.  You could look for symmetry in natural things 
(plants/animals), man-made things (for example, fences/tiles/windows).

Friday

To practise a range 
of skills in 

numeracy and 
maths

Go onto Sumdog to practise your Maths skills.

Focus on your accuracy – we’re aiming for 80% or more!  Mrs Browning has been rewarding learners who have been using Sumdog 
effectively, with extra coins… see if you can earn some today!
Remember, the House is open after normal school hours – play now and then spend the coins you’ve earned, this afternoon…

Numeracy and Mathematics



Learning Intention Activity

Monday
To develop my coding skills

Go to:  scratch.mit.edu  
Use the Scratch task card to guide you to develop these skills:

change the sprite to a fish
program the fish
change background

Tuesday
To reflect on what has 

helped you cope with a 
difficult situation

Growth Mindset - Positivity
Think back over the past 12 weeks, since we have been in Lockdown.  Whilst many things have been hard.  What have you done 
that has helped you cope with such a challenging situation?  Perhaps it might be something that your mum or dad has helped you 
with, or something you’ve managed by yourself.  Make a list of ‘Lockdown’ tools – for a ‘toolkit’ (a bit like Skipper’s resilience 
toolkit).  Draw an image for each tool.  Present your ideas carefully so that they could be helpful for others.

Wednesday To develop my fitness skills

Connect 4 Fitness

Follow this link https://www.thinglink.com/card/1323989575625867267 or use the one on the resource sheet.

Thursday To locate places on a map

Murdo and Fergus find a list of towns and cities –
Dumfries, Dundee, Falkirk, Newcastle, Perth and Stirling.

Can you find these places on a map? You could you a road map, an atlas, do a web search or use an online
app, like ‘GoogleMaps’.

Which one is not in Scotland?
Which one is closest to where you live?
Are you able to locate some key rivers, capital cities or other special areas?

Can you create some other questions for your friends to answer?

Friday
To design and make a 

model to solve a problem

Design your own: Cat Catching Device!

Murdo and Fergus encountered the very clever cat catching invention in the novel this week… they thought about all the 
different senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell...can you do the same?
You can really build a cat catching device using junk or modelling bricks or draw a detailed diagram and annotate it to show 
your thinking! 
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